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One of the questions KPMG member firms are most often 
asked in relation to Integrated Reporting is: what does an 
Integrated Report look like? Whilst some organizations have 
made significant progress in applying Integrated Reporting 
principles, they are all, in our view, still on the journey 
towards Better Business Reporting. 

One of the distinguishing features of Integrated Reporting 
is that in contrast to compliance based reporting, there can 
be no model report – every report must be built around 
the unique business model of the preparer. This requires a 
very different mindset when looking at examples of good 
reporting. There are many good illustrations of how to report 
specific matters but examples can only provide a starting 
point for a company’s own reporting, not a template. 

The starting point for understanding how Integrated 
Reporting works is considering the application of the content 
elements and guiding principles of the IIRC’s Integrated 
Reporting framework. We have not provided an example of 
an overall ‘perfect’ Integrated Report as it simply does not 
exist at this stage, although the experience in South Africa 
and the work of the IIRC pilot programme will take us in 
that direction in the future. What we have done instead is 
to show the elements that companies need to consider 
in building up their Integrated Reports, and give some 
examples of good practice to date. 

Integrated Reporting building blocks 
The IIRC has set out the content elements and guiding 
principles which underlie Integrated Reporting. 

The Integrated Report should cover the six content elements 
using the five guiding principles to enable capital providers 
and other key stakeholders to make decisions about the 
business’s value and stewardship – the matters that shape 
its value for the longer term, its aspirations and plans for the 
medium-term, the business as it currently stands, and how it 
has delivered on its promises. 

Guiding principles for Integrated Reporting  

•	 Strategic	 focus 

•	 Future	 Orientation 

•	 Connectivity	 of	 information 

•	 Responsiveness	 and	 stakeholder	 inclusiveness 

•	 Conciseness,	 reliability	 and	 material 

It is important to note that whilst the content elements 
provide a good overall structure, there is no need to 
assemble the report in a linear fashion. A consistent thread 
of key issues should run throughout the report – it should be 
possible to follow a strategic objective all the way through 
the report, from how that objective relates to the business 
model, through the associated risks and risk mitigation 
strategies, to the key performance indicators measuring 
progress in achieving these, and to the future outlook. 

Applying the Integrated Reporting Content elements 

YOUR REPORT READER’S NEEDS BUSINESS VALUE 
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Can I model it? 
Ultimately good reporting is about meeting investors’ needs. 
For an Annual Report this comes down to answering two 
key questions. What does it tell me about the value of the 
business and what does it tell me about the management’s 
stewardship of the business? Some of the best examples of 
reporting help readers understand how to model value - how 
to structure a cash flow model of the business and how to 
form views on the key model judgments. Businesses that 
don’t do this risk greater capital markets volatility. 

Tackling Integrated Reporting by element 
On the following pages we consider each of the six 
content elements and the challenges that reporters have 
in addressing them. In doing so, we also highlight how the 
guiding principles apply across the content elements. 

We set out the questions reporters need to ask themselves 
before moving on to give illustrations of good practice. In a 
publication of this size, we can only cover a limited number 
of examples: there are many more examples of ‘good’ out 
there. Some of these have come from South African public 
companies that are now preparing their second round of 
Integrated Reports. Other examples come from companies 
which have been working to improve their reporting 
without necessarily seeking to follow the Integrated 
Reporting principles. 

Integrating with IFRS and other reporting 
frameworks 
Many South African companies are rebranding their annual  
reports as ‘integrated annual reports’, with Integrated  
Reporting replacing the ‘front end’ of the annual report  
and 	IFRS-based 	financial 	statements 	either 	in 	the 	same 	
document or published separately.  

Existing Annual Report elements such as chairman’s  
statements, CEO reports and operational reviews are  
being re-focussed on specific Integrated Reporting content  
elements. Many companies are also continuing to produce  
GRI-based sustainability reports, usually in a separate  
publication or on-line.  

Material information from the financial and sustainability  
reporting is being retained in the Integrated Report and  
supplemented with new ‘value-indicating’ KPIs. Other  
reporting may be reduced in volume and complexity by  
the renewed focus that Integrated Reporting can bring.  
The financial statements of UK company ITV provide an  
interesting example of how financial statements can be   
de-cluttered to provide a clearer report within the existing  
IFRS 	framework. 

In the longer term, Integrated Reporting may become a   
self-contained, clear and concise articulation of business  
value and stewardship. Integrated Reporting may be  
distributed electronically, or even be an electronic repository  
from which readers can drill down to other reports for detail. 

Typical approach 

• Structured around Integrated Reporting content elements 
• Retains traditional components (Chairman’s statement etc) within the Integrated Reporting framework 
• Incorporates the financial and non-financial data necessary to understand all components of business value 
• No direct change to supporting reports such as the financial statements and corporate responsibility 
  report (though there may be an opportunity to cut clutter from both) 

ANNUAL REPORT 

FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS 

CORPORATE 
RESPONSIBILITY  OTHER REPORTS 
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What does it look like?

Organizational overview  
& business model.

This element of the report provides essential context to the 
report user. It provides the foundation on which the more 
specific disclosures elsewhere in the report are based. It is 
also the part of the report that users will fall back on to  
assess the headline impact of unexpected events on  
future cash generation in the absence of any specific 
management guidance.

Challenges:

•	 Is	sufficient	detail	provided	to	understand	the	relative 
 importance of each group of assets / activities to the  
 value of the business?

•	 Is	the	analysis	sufficient	to	put	the	elements	of	the 
 business into context?

•	 Do	the	components	of	the	business	model	described 
 link through to the rest of the report?.

The starting point is an explanation of how the business works and 
the factors which affect the continued operation of the business 
model. Sasol and National Grid are among a growing number of 
companies that have found a graphical presentation to be helpful.

A high level view of the business model provides a starting 
point for readers to understand the business on its terms – in 
fact it should be the foundation of the report. However, it’s not 
enough on its own. Detail is needed if readers are to use the 
business model description in their decision-making. The right 
detail will support two different perspectives on the business 
– readers will need both of these when making different 
judgments about the business:

1 Explaining business activity 
A good description of the business model should provide a 
basis for explaining each aspect of the business operations – 
the suppliers it interacts with, the inputs on which it depends, 
the processes it undertakes, the outputs it produces, and the 
customers	it	sells	to.	For	example,	in	their	Sustainable	Living	
Plan, Unilever identify their top 10 raw materials by volume. 
This helps readers understand the potential impact of strategic 
objectives around sustainable sourcing. 

This is not to say that extensive disclosures are required in 
each area – the amount of detail only needs to be sufficient 
for readers to assess the impact of the material risks and 

Example – Explaining the business model
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How the US electricity industry works
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Generation – 
National Grid and others

Electricity generating stations produce electricity from another 
form of energy such as fossil fuel (coal, oil or natural gas), 
nuclear, hydroelectric, geothermal, solar or wind. 

We own 57 generation units on Long Island that together 
provide 4.1 GW of power under contract to the Long Island 
Power Authority (LIPA). We also own 3.4 MW of solar 
generation in Massachusetts, making us the largest 
owner of solar generation in the state.

C
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Utilities may generate all the electricity they sell or may 
purchase electricity on the wholesale market from other 
utilities, independent power producers, power marketers 
or from a market based on membership in a regional 
transmission reliability organisation such as an independent 
system operator (ISO).

We purchase electricity through the New York ISO and 
ISO New England for transmission and distribution to 
our customers. We also contract directly with generators 
to purchase electricity.

All available power from our Long Island generation 
facilities is made available to the New York ISO market 
to meet the Long Island Power Authority’s requirements 
and for sale to others.

Transmission – 
National Grid and others

The transmission system supplies electricity to substations in 
individual service areas. Transmission lines transmit electricity 
from the generation source or substation to distribution 
substations. Transmission voltages at National Grid vary from 
69 kV to 345 kV. Transmission voltages can also be converted 
to lower subtransmission voltages, typically 15 kV to 69 kV, to 
supply distribution substations and/or provide electricity to 
large industrial customers.

We own and operate transmission facilities in upstate New York, 
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New Hampshire and Vermont. 
We also own and operate a 224 km transmission interconnector 
between New England and Canada. We operate and maintain 
the transmission system on Long Island, owned by LIPA. 

The independent system operators operate as independent 
administrators for the oversight of electricity transmission 
while providing fair and open access to the electricity 
grid. Each independent system operator is the clearing 
house for load serving entities’ bids to purchase electricity 
and generating stations’ offers to sell electricity. New York 
ISO and ISO New England markets determine the wholesale 
energy price for New York and New England respectively.

We are permitted to recover the cost of electricity transmission 
across the regional grid from our customers as a transmission 
service charge. 

Distribution – 
National Grid and others

The distribution system receives electricity from the substation 
and supplies it to customers at a voltage that they can use. The 
distribution system can be considered to begin at a substation. 
The substation transformer converts the transmission voltage 
to a distribution voltage. Electricity at the distribution voltage, 
also called primary voltage, is typically 4 kV to 35 kV and is 
supplied to the service area by distribution lines. 

Distribution lines may be located overhead on utility poles 
or buried underground. Distribution transformers convert 
distribution voltage to a secondary voltage, which is the 
voltage used by customers. We own distribution facilities 
and provide service to 3.4 million customers in upstate 
New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and New Hampshire. 
We maintain and operate the distribution system on Long 
Island, providing service to 1.1 million LIPA customers.

Distribution rates are regulated by the state public utility 
commissions. Utility distribution facilities provide electricity 
services to end users. This contrasts with the UK, where 
distribution companies do not sell electricity to end users.

Customer bills typically comprise a commodity rate, 
covering the cost of electricity delivered, without a profi t 
margin, and a delivery rate, covering our delivery service.

Supply – 
National Grid and others

Utilities such as National Grid and qualifi ed retail marketers 
purchase electricity for customers connected to the 
distribution system. Qualifi ed retail marketers buy and sell 
electricity only in deregulated states, but usually do not own 
or operate generation, transmission or distribution facilities.

Unlike in the UK, supply and distribution are not necessarily 
separate in the US; electricity distribution companies often 
sell electricity to their own customers connected to their 
distribution system.

In deregulated states, which includes all the states in which 
we operate, consumers have the option to select their energy 
supply from the incumbent utility or retail marketers/energy 
supply companies. 

Where customers choose National Grid, those customers pay 
us for distribution and commodity cost. Where they choose to 
purchase from third parties, they pay us for distribution only 
and pay the third party supplier for the commodity. 

Source: National Grid plc Annual Report and Accounts 2010/11, pages 14-15

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes
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2 Explaining the business’s resources 
The business will generally depend on different resources at 
each stage in its process. Readers will want to understand 
the extent to which the business depends on these capitals 
and the impact it has on them. They will represent the  
key source of risk and opportunity for the business.  
The frustration for many reporters has been that the cost  
of managing these resources is covered in traditional 
corporate reporting whilst the benefit is not.

The IIRC has identified six capitals: financial, intellectual, 
manufactured, social, human and natural. Not all will be 
significant for every reporter but some will be essential 
if readers are to understand the resources the business 
depends on and how it affects them.

The mining industry has been providing in-depth analysis 
of its natural resources for many years. The result is much 
greater visibility over how management of the productive 
capacity of the business is evolving. Other businesses  
will have different priorities – for example brand  
management – but they may well benefit from following 
similar reporting principles.

How well does your reporting explain your  
business model? 
 
Would a reader agree with these statements?

•	 I	understand	the	resources	on	which	the	business 
 has access to, depends on, and how it affects them

•	 I	can	see	what	the	business	currently	does	and	how 
 it adds value

•	 I	can	see	how	management’s	plans	will	change	the 
 shape of the business

•	 I	understand	the	high	level	assumptions	that	 
 underpin the business model

Detail is needed if readers  
are to use the business  
model description in their 
decision-making.

Example – Explaining the business model

our integrated business model

sustaining our integrated business model

+ cobalt catalyst

+ iron catalyst

natural gas from Mozambique

gasifi cation 
and 

reforming

coal-to-liquids (CTL)

 gas-to-liquids (GTL)

syngas

syngascoal

natural gas

coal

hydrocarbon feedstock

gasifi cation 
and reforming

low temperature conversion

Sasol obtains its raw 
materials through its coal-
mining activities, oil and gas 
exploration, and purchases 
from the open market. 
Some raw materials are sold 
directly to external markets.

high temperature conversion

crude oil
Crude oil, coal 

and natural gas 
are sold to the 
open market.

Sasol Mining supplies most of the 
feedstock coal required for the 
CTL process in Secunda.

Syngas production
Using steam and oxygen at high 

temperatures, coal is gasifi ed 
and natural gas reformed to 

produce synthesis gas 
(syngas is a mixture of carbon 

monoxide and hydrogen).

Through Sasol Petroleum 
International (SPI) and 
Sasol Gas, we obtain 
natural gas through the 
cross-border pipeline 
linking the Pande 
and Temane fi elds in 
Mozambique to our 
Secunda complex. We 
use this gas as our sole 
hydrocarbon feedstock 
at Sasolburg and as a 
supplementary feedstock 
to coal at Secunda.

Sasol GTL 
(gas-to-liquids) 
process 
At the Oryx GTL plant in Qatar, 
natural gas is purchased and used 
as feedstock for the GTL process. 

Sasol CTL 
(coal-to-liquids) 
process 

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
Coal is an important part of the world’s energy mix, 
and Sasol will continue to produce transportation fuels 
from coal and gas. We are committed to substantially 
reducing our carbon emissions by developing more 
effi cient production processes and investigating carbon 
capture and storage solutions. We have set several targets 
to reduce our greenhouse gas emissions intensity by 
15% (on the 2005 baseline) in all our operations by 2020.
The targets we have set for all our operations refl ect not 
only our desire to be a responsible company, but also our 
awareness that a strong business case exists 
for sustainable development. 

Water
Various technological advancements 
in effl uent recycling, cooling, 
pre-treatment of water for steam 
generation and solids handling are 
paving the way for signifi cantly 
improved zero liquid effl uent discharge 
designs, which are being developed 
irrespective of water availability 
or pricing.

Corporate governance
Sound corporate governance 
structures and processes are applied 
at Sasol and are considered by the 
board to be pivotal to delivering on 
sustainable growth in the interest 
of all stakeholders.

Refer to our key performance indicators for more details on our performance against targets and page 78 
for details on our energy effi ciency initiatives.

introduction to sasol / continued  

Sasol’s integrated business model is fundamental to our ability to create value using our proprietary technology 
and processes to produce liquid fuels and chemical products.

crude oil as feedstock

GTL Diesel
GTL Naphtha
GTL Kerosene (jet fuel)
GTL LPG (liquid petroleum gas)
Chemical value-adds

chemical building 
blocks

co-products

fuel components

syncrude

syncrude

Base oils
Paraffi ns
Waxes

Chemical 
workup

Petrol
Diesel
LPG
Illuminating paraffi n
Bitumen
Fuel oil

Explosives
Fertilisers

Ammonia
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The proprietary Sasol reactor 
at the heart of the SAS™ 
process, the high-temperature 
version of Sasol’s Fischer-
Tropsch (FT) process used at 
Secunda, produces a synthetic 
form of crude oil and chemical 
feedstock.

Sasol 
Advanced  
Synthol™ 

Reactor
(SAS TM)

A proprietary version of 
Sasol’s low-temperature 
Fischer-Tropsch (FT) process, 
used with an advanced iron 
or cobalt catalyst, to convert 
synthesis gas into waxes and 
related petrochemical streams 
for producing and marketing 
waxes and diesel.

Sasol 
Slurry Phase
 FT Reactor

Refi ne 
and 

blend

Product 
workup

Our GTL diesel of a higher quality than diesels 
derived from crude oil. GTL diesel has a high 
cetane number (70+ versus the conventional 
45 – 55), low sulphur (less than fi ve parts per 
million), low aromatics (less than 1%) and 
excellent cold-fl ow characteristics. Our GTL 
diesel, therefore, is ideal as a low-emissions, 
premium grade fuel and as a blend stock for 
upgrading conventional diesels.

Fuel products 
In the liquid fuels business, synthetic fuels 
components are upgraded and marketed 
together with conventional fuels produced 
in a refi nery from crude oil.

Coal gasifi cation and 
the FT process produce 
co-products for recovery 
and benefi ciation.

Chemical products
Chemical intermediates from the FT process 
are separated, purifi ed and, together with 
conventional chemical raw materials, 
converted into a range of fi nal products.

Sasol markets products 
directly to the consumer, 
as well as to commercial 
and industrial customers, 

thereby integrating its 
upstream and downstream 

activities.

Markets

New Energy
Sasol New Energy (SNE) was created to 
focus on new technologies that can be 
integrated with our core technologies 
to reduce our GHG footprint. As part of 
our commitment to reduce production 
of carbon dioxide in our operations and 
integrate new technology into our FT 
processes, SNE will look into renewable 
and lower-carbon energy options such 
as solar, biofuels and biomass, as well as 
nuclear, hydro and natural gas.

Innovation
In downstream chemical process technology, 
we have developed several proprietary processes 
for recovering and processing a range of 
solvents, waxes and phenolics for the world 
market. We have also developed and patented 
several base-metal catalysts for our FT synthesis 
processes. We have been innovative in coal 
exploration and mining, where Sasol Mining 
(sometimes in partnership with technology 
suppliers) has developed high-extraction 
mining methods, advanced directional drilling 
techniques, roof-bolting systems, continuous 
miner systems and a virtual-reality training 
system for continuous miner operators, among 
other cost-saving innovations.

Research
Besides the research and development 
and new-product formulation and testing 
work we do at Sasolburg through Sasol 
Technology’s fuel research group, we 
conduct further fundamental research at 
the Sasol Advanced Fuels Laboratory (SAFL), 
in collaboration with the University of Cape 
Town, and the Sasol Fuels Application Centre 
(SFAC). SFAC enables us to conduct sea-level 
engine and fuel research and tests in line 
with international trends.

New Energy

Source: Sasol Integrated Annual Report 2011, pages 8-9

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes
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Risk review process
The multi-stage strategic risk 
management process starts with 
quarterly strategic risk management 
assessments at each of  our mines 
and service divisions. In addition, all 
sites regularly conduct operational 
risk assessments compliant with 
standards set by Simrac (Safety 
in Mines Research Advisory 
Committee) in South Africa and the 
AU/NZ Standard 4360 in Australasia. 
Key strategic risks are identified and 
analysed, and mitigating actions are 
put in place (or eviewed if  already 
in place). The regions’ top risks are 
forwarded to the egional executive 
committees, which review the risk 
register and decide on appropriate 
mitigating actions. 

The Group’s top strategic risks  
are then reviewed by the Gold Fields 
Executive Committee (ExCo) on  
a biannual basis. Mitigation 
strategies are developed on the 
basis of  this review, which are 
presented at the Audit Committee’s 
dedicated risk meetings and 
reviewed after six months.

The Board and company 
management are responsible for 
risk governance and management. 
Nonetheless, the integral involvement 
of all line managers in the process is 
essential to ensure the effectiveness 
of the system.

Risk management assurance
Our Risk Management Charter
provides for four levels of ERM
process assurance: (1) Financial
Internal Controllers review mitigating
strategies on a regular basis to
ensure they are being implemented.
These reviews must be captured
in the Cura risk management
software system; (2) Internal
Audit conducts an annual review
on the effectiveness of the risk
management process; (3) Internal
Audit provides assurance to the
Board that the risk management plan
is integrated into the daily business
activities of  Gold Fields; (4) Internal
Audit conducts an annual review of
the mitigating strategies of  the top
risks in the risk registers to ensure
they are being implemented.

Figure 2.10: Risk, strategy and performance (within the tolerance levels set by the Board)

Risk Area Aspirations Tolerance level Targets 2010 2011

Optimise our assets

Safety Zero Harm Zero Harm

FIFR – Zero 0.11 0.12
SIFR – 25% less 1 2.22 2.64
LTIFR – 25% less 1 4.39 2 4.69
MTIFR – 25% less 1 7.16 2 5.68

Health Zero Harm Zero Harm 2013 MHSC milestones 
for Silicosis & NIHL On track On track

Environment Zero Harm Zero Level 4 and 5 incidents Zero Zero Zero

Gold Delivery
5Moz by 2015 95% compliance 3.5Moz 3.5 3.5

%61%02-%51ECN%52ECN 25%

Securing our future
Human 
Resources

Pipeline of  scarce and 
critical skills

60% – successor cover ratio 
for top 250 employees 60% 50% 70%

Licence to 
operate 

Global leader  
in sustainable  

gold mining

Full compliance with all 
legal and community 

commitments
Full compliance 100% 100%

Ethics and 
Corporate 
Governance 

Full compliance – SOX and 
substantial compliance to  

King III 

No material / significant 
failures 

No material / significant 
failures Nil Nil

Growing Gold Fields

Capital Projects Project delivered on time / 
budget 7% - 10% overrun South Deep, Chucapaca, 

FSE, APP, Yanfolila On track On track

Mergers & 
Acquisitions

Proper assessment of  risk 
and returns commensurate 

with the risk

IRR 3 5% – Near-mine
 IRR 10% – Greenfields As per IRR On track On track

Exploration 
Appropriate  

balance between geological 
potential & political risk

Leaning towards greater 
geological potential in high

risk areas
As per GBAR 4 On track On track

1  South Africa only – other regions are subject to a 20% reduction  
target for SIFR, LTIFR and MTIFR

2 Restatement – LTIFR previously reported as 4.38 and MTIFR previously 
reported as 7.09. Please see p4 for explanation 

3 Internal Rate of Return
4 Global Business Area Rating system

Targets achieved Improved on previous year Targets not achieved
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2.2 Risk management
Effective and integrated risk 
management sits at the heart  
of  true business sustainability.  
Gold Fields has a well-established 
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 
process, which not only covers our 
‘traditional’ operational and business 
risks, but also our environmental, 
social, health and safety risks.

The overriding purpose of the 
ERM process is to help Gold Fields 
become more resilient in the global 
business environment and achieve 
its strategic objectives – to grow
Gold Fields, to optimise its 
operations and to secure its 
future. It also supports our efforts 
to achieve the highest levels of
corporate governance, as well 
as full compliance with the risk 
management requirements of South 
Africa’s King III Code.

The ERM process is comprised  
of  two integrated and well-aligned 
components: operational risk 
management and strategic risk 
management (see Figure 2.8). 
It is aligned with the ISO 31000 
international standard on  
risk management. 

Enterprise Risk Management

Strategic risk management 
The identification, analysis, 
evaluation and treatment of 

significant or material risks which 
could have a profound effect 

on the sustainability of 
the business

Operational risk management
The identification, analysis, 

evaluation and treatment of hazards 
and risks in order to create a safer, 

healthier, more  productive, 
environmentally friendlier 

and sustainable 
working environment

Figure 2.9: Risk management review process

FOUNDATION – If we cannot mine safely, we will not mine 

Ongoing or continuous risk assessment

Issue based risk assessment – Change Management

Baseline, initial or ‘whole of mine’ risk assessment and risk profile

Regional, operational, service divisions and new project strategic risk reviews on a quarterly basis
Top 10 risks and risk mitigating actions discussed at quarterly business reviews

Risks from the
external environment
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Audit Committee Risk Review
Disclosure of risks
to all Stakeholders

Group Executive Committee Risk Review

Project risk 
management guidline

and HAZOPS  
– Exploration site 
risk assessments

Hazard identification
and risk assessment
in terms of SIMRAC

AUS\NZ 4360

PRINCIPLE – Stop, Think, Verify, Fix and Continue

During the year, our international 
operations were surveyed by the 
IMIU (International Mining Industry 
Underwriters) and our South African 
mines by Zurich Risk Engineers, 
part of  Zurich Re. Both agencies 
noted continued improvement in risk 
management at these operations 
and all of  the mines are placed in 
the top quartile of  the approximate 
400 mines assessed. 

Gold Fields has operated for 11 
years without making a property 
claim into the insurance market.

During 2011, the ERM process 
at Gold Fields was reviewed by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, which 
found that:

compliant with the risk 
management requirements  
of  King III

ISO 31000 risk management 
guidelines have been adopted

a mature risk management 
process that is leading many 
of  the approaches in the non-
financial sector

Additional content online
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What does it look like?
 

Operating context including 
risks & opportunities. 

This part of the report describes the external factors affecting 
the business (both positively and negatively) and how the 
business identifies and responds to these factors. 

Compliance led reporting has generally focussed on the 
downside risks here but if a more complete picture of 
value is to be given, business opportunities also need to be 
addressed as they form a major part of the long-term value 
of many businesses. 

Challenges:  
 
•	 Does the description balance the focus between  
 the long-term major risks to the business model and  
 short-term operational issues? 

•	 Is	 sufficient	 detail	 provided	 to	 understand	 the	 impact  
 of	 the	 risk	 /	 opportunity?	 For	 example,	 what	 size	 of  
 revenue segment does it affect? 

Some reporters clearly put a great deal of effort into 
identifying potential risks. We believe readers will be more 
interested in gaining a deeper understanding of the smaller 
number of issues that could have a fundamental effect on 
business value. 

Some companies provide a broad-ranging analysis of its risks 
and their management, explaining their risk management 
performance in some detail in terms of risk tolerance levels 
set by the board (risk area, aspirations, tolerance level, targets, 
and 2010 and 2011 performance). They also comment on their 
risk review process and risk management assurance. 

The linkage of issues across the report can help keep it 
focused on the most material issues. If an issue is identified 
as a key risk or opportunity, linkage demands that the 
strategy and performance in managing it are also explained, 
together with future outlook and governance. If management 
find it difficult to explain these, they should ask themselves 
whether they are reporting on issues that are of only 
peripheral relevance. 

Example – Risk management, strategy and performance 
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2.2 Risk management 
Effective and integrated risk 
management sits at the heart  
of  true business sustainability.  
Gold Fields has a well-established 
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 
process, which not only covers our 
‘traditional’ operational and business 
risks, but also our environmental, 
social, health and safety risks. 

The overriding purpose of the 
ERM process is to help Gold Fields 
become more resilient in the global 
business environment and achieve 
its strategic objectives – to grow 
Gold Fields, to optimise its 
operations and to secure its 
future. It also supports our efforts 
to achieve the highest levels of 
corporate governance, as well 
as full compliance with the risk 
management requirements of South 
Africa’s King III Code. 

The ERM process is comprised  
of  two integrated and well-aligned 
components: operational risk 
management and strategic risk 
management (see Figure 2.8). 
It is aligned with the ISO 31000 
international standard on  
risk management. 

Enterprise Risk Management 

Strategic risk management 
The identification, analysis, 
evaluation and treatment of 

significant or material risks which 
could have a profound e fect 

on the sustainability of 
the business 

Operational risk management 
The identification, analysis, 

evaluation and treatment of hazards 
and risks in order to create a safer, 

healthier, more  productive, 
environmentally friendlier 

and sustainable 
working environment 

Figure 2.9: Risk management review process 

FOUNDATION – If we cannot mine safely, we will not mine 

Ongoing or continuous risk assessment 

Issue based risk assessment – Change Management 

Baseline, initial or ‘whole of mine’ risk assessment and risk profile 

Regional, operational, service divisions and new project strategic risk reviews on a quarterly basis 
Top 10 risks and risk mitigating actions discussed at quarterly business reviews 

Risks from the 
external environment 
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Audit Committee Risk Review 
Disclosure of risks 
to all Stakeholders 

Group Executive Committee Risk Review 

Project risk 
management guidline 

and HAZOPS 
– Exploration site 
risk assessments 

Hazard identification 
and risk assessment 
in terms of SIMRAC 

AUS\NZ 4360 

PRINCIPLE – Stop, Think, Verify, Fix and Continue 

During the year, our international 
operations were surveyed by the 
IMIU (International Mining Industry 
Underwriters) and our South African 
mines by Zurich Risk Engineers, 
part of  Zurich Re. Both agencies 
noted continued improvement in risk 
management at these operations 
and all of  the mines are placed in 
the top quartile of  the approximate 
400 mines assessed. 

Gold Fields has operated for 11 
years without making a property 
claim into the insurance market. 

During 2011, the ERM process 
at Gold Fields was reviewed by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers, which 
found that: 

compliant with the risk 
management requirements 
of  King III 

ISO 31000 risk management 
guidelines have been adopted 

a mature risk management 
process that is leading many 
of  the approaches in the non-
financial sector 

Additional content online 

Risk review process 
The multi-stage strategic risk 
management process starts with 
quarterly strategic risk management 
assessments at each of  our mines 
and service divisions. In addition, all 
sites regularly conduct operational 
risk assessments compliant with 
standards set by Simrac (Safety 
in Mines Research Advisory 
Committee) in South Africa and the 
AU/NZ Standard 4360 in Australasia. 
Key strategic risks are identified and 
analysed, and mitigating actions are 
put in place (or eviewed if  already 
in place). The regions’ top risks are 
forwarded to the egional executive 
committees, which review the risk 
register and decide on appropriate 
mitigating actions. 

The Group’s top strategic risks  
are then reviewed by the Gold Fields 
Executive Committee (ExCo) on  
a biannual basis. Mitigation 
strategies are developed on the 
basis of  this review, which are 
presented at the Audit Committee’s 
dedicated risk meetings and 
reviewed after six months. 

The Board and company 
management are responsible for 
risk governance and management. 
Nonetheless, the integral involvement 
of all line managers in the process is 
essential to ensure the effectiveness 
of the system. 

Risk management assurance 
Our Risk Management Charter 
provides for four levels of ERM 
process assurance: (1) Financial 
Internal Controllers review mitigating 
strategies on a regular basis to 
ensure they are being implemented. 
These reviews must be captured 
in the Cura risk management 
software system; (2) Internal 
Audit conducts an annual review 
on the effectiveness of the risk 
management process; (3) Internal 
Audit provides assurance to the 
Board that the risk management plan 
is integrated into the daily business 
activities of  Gold Fields; (4) Internal 
Audit conducts an annual review of 
the mitigating strategies of  the top 
risks in the risk registers to ensure 
they are being implemented. 

Figure 2.10: Risk, strategy and performance (within the tolerance levels set by the Board) 

Risk Area Aspirations Tolerance level Targets 2010 2011 

Optimise our assets 

Safety Zero Harm Zero Harm 

FIFR – Zero 0.11 0.12 
SIFR – 25% less 1 2.22 2.64 
LTIFR – 25% less 1 4.39 2 4.69 
MTIFR – 25% less 1 7.16 2 5.68 

Health Zero Harm Zero Harm 2013 MHSC milestones 
for Silicosis & NIHL On track On track 

Environment Zero Harm Zero Level 4 and 5 incidents Zero Zero Zero 

Gold Delivery 
5Moz by 2015 95% compliance 3.5Moz 3.5 3.5 

16%- 20%NC E 15%NC E 25% 25% 

Securing our future 
Human 
Resources 

Pipeline of  scarce and 
critical skills 

60% – successor cover ratio 
for top 250 employees 60% 50% 70% 

Licence to 
operate 

Global leader 
in sustainable  

gold mining 

Full compliance with all 
legal and community 

commitments 
Full compliance 100% 100% 

Ethics and 
Corporate 
Governance 

Full compliance – SOX and 
substantial compliance to 

King III 

No material / significant 
failures 

No material / significant 
failures Nil Nil 

Growing Gold Fields 

Capital Projects Project delivered on time / 
budget 7% - 10% overrun South Deep, Chucapaca, 

FSE, APP, Yanfolila On track On track 

Mergers & 
Acquisitions 

Proper assessment of  risk 
and returns commensurate 

with the risk 

IRR 3 5% – Near-mine
 IRR 10% – Greenfields As per IRR On track On track 

Exploration 
Appropriate  

balance between geological 
potential & political risk 

Leaning towards greater 
geological potential in high 

risk areas 
As per GBAR 4 On track On track 

1 South Africa only – other regions are subject to a 20% reduction  
target for SIFR, LTIFR and MTIFR 

2 Restatement – LTIFR previously reported as 4.38 and MTIFR previously 
reported as 7.09. Please see p4 for explanation 

3 Internal Rate of Return 
4 Global Business Area Rating system 

Targets achieved Improved on previous year Targets not achieved 

Source: Gold Fields Integrated Annual Review, 2011, pages 36-37 

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes 
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authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved. Printed in the United Kingdom. 



Reasons for engagement

gniripsnidnaevitisop,efasagnidivorpybeciohcforeyolpmenasniamerpuorGknabdeNtahterusneoT
working environment.

.snrecnocdnasdeen,secneirepxeffatsotdnopserdnadnatsrednuotylluF
.seitivitcapuorggnidragernoitamrofnitnenitrepdnanoitceridcigetartshtiwffatsllaedivorpoT

Types of engagement

tnemegagnednaerutlucdedulcniesehT.snoitacinummoctsacdaorbdnanettirw,ecaf-ot-ecaffonoitanibmoctsuborA
surveys, roadshows, emails, intranet communications, data casting, magazines and relevant training.

.ssenevitceffemaetdnayretsamlanosreprofsmaetgnikrowlarutanhtiw,ssecorpdetatilicafahguorhtneerGpeeDrofgnidaeL

Reasons for engagement

.rettebstneilcfosdeensecivreslaicnanfiehtdnatsrednuoT
.sdeenlaicnanfidefiitnedi’stneilcteemotsnoitulosdnaecivdaetairporppaedivorpoT

.temerastneilcfoseicnatcepxelevelecivreshgihehttahterusneoT
.noitamrofnilanosrepfoycaruccaerusneoT

Types of engagement

,sranimestneilc,seniltnialpmoc,sertnecllacdnasreganampihsnoitalerssenisub,steltuohcnarbhguorhtsnoitcaretnI
social media, surveys and marketing and advertising activities.

.sgnireffodel-thgisnitneilcevitcnitsidgnitacinummocsetanosertahtgnitekraM

Reasons for engagement

To provide relevant and timeous information to current and future shareholders.

Types of engagement

.swohsdaorlanoitanretnidnalacoL
.seireuqtsylanadnarotsevnignirewsnadnasnoitacinummoccohdA

.sgniteemrehtodnagniteemlareneglaunnA
.snoitatneserpdnasecnerefnoC

.stnemecnuonna)SNES(ecivreSsweNegnahcxEseitiruceS
.sesaeleraideM

.sgnfieirbtsylanatnemtsevnI
.etisbewetaroprocehtdnastroperrekorbaivkcabdeeF

.noitamrofnitnavelerfoerusolcsidlluferusneotstnemucoddehsilbupllanonoitamrofnideliateD
In addition to the above, Nedbank Group regularly engages with its holding company, Old Mutual Group, to ensure 
alignment of policies and methodologies, the effective capturing of synergies and leveraging of opportunities.

Reasons for engagement

To maintain good relationships with regulators and ensure compliance with their legal and regulatory requirements,
thereby retaining Nedbank Group’s various operating licences and minimising its operational risk.

Types of engagement

.gnitroperyrotutatsdnastisivlaitnedurpgnidulcni,srotalugerhtiwnoitcaretnidnasgniteemgniognO
.ssenisubehtnisecitcarpBRIAfoesuevitceffeehttuobasaeralanoitcnufdnasretsulchtiwsweiverdeliateD

Reasons for engagement

.seitivitcalaicosdnalatnemnorivnedetargetnis’puorGknabdeNetatilicaftseblliwtahtspihsrentrapetaercoT
.saerasucofyekgnidrager)sOGN(snoitasinagrotnemnrevog-nonevitatneserperdnaseitinummocmorftupniniatbooT

tsomehtniecalpgnikaterasnoitarepos’puorGknabdeNtahterusneotstrepxelatnemnorivnemorftupniniatbooT
environmentally responsible manner.

.sevitaitinilaicosdnalatnemnorivnedetargetnis’puorGknabdeNfossenerawaetaercoT

Types of engagement

tnemnrevogdnatfiorp-nonfoyteiravediwahtiwnoitcaretnidnastcejorpfotroppusgniogno–noitadnuoFknabdeN
organisations.

ASINU,pihsredaeLelbaniatsuSrofemmargorPegdirbmaC,AS-FWWhtiwspihsrentrapytilibaniatsuS/latnemnorivnE
Advisory Council on Business and Climate Change and the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative 
(UNEP FI).
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R116bn in new loan payouts to clients
General fee increases retained at or below inflation

Client service scores increased across all businesses

Increased footprint through 121 staffed outlets and 389 ATMs13 900 families kept in their homes since 2009 through loan restructures

Extended banking hours in 59 branches
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nce in reporting

Dividend increased by 26%
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Staff survey scores remain
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Achieved skills development target

Significant investment in Leadership Development Programme

157 869 retail, 748 business banking and 27 corporate

Significant contributor to SA tax pool

Leadership in risk management

Well positioned for Basel III
and SAM

with
increased capital levels

Improved dti score from 89,5 to 95,2

JSE’s third most transform
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co
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Retained a dti level 2 contributor status

One of the first SA banks to
receive SARB approval for AMA, IMA and AIRB-approach

Contributed R89m to social development

Played a leadership role in environmental issues – COP17

R6,6bn spent on local procurement

R9m invested in the WWF Water Balance Programme

SA’s only carbon-neutral bank

Vodacom m-pesa allows for more accessible low-cost banking

Cumulative contribution to affinities R175m to date

R1,8bn in loans to black SMEs
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Building Africa’s most admired bank by our staff, clients,
shareholders, regulators and communities.
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The linkage of issues across the report can help 
keep it focused on the most material issues. 

Many South African reporters have used stakeholder 
interaction as a basis for providing the assessment of 
operational and strategic risk. This approach can help to 
balance focus on the major long term risks and opportunities 
that can transform business value with the more immediate 
operational challenges on which management focusses  
on a daily basis. This distinction between long and short-term 
is particularly important in this part of the report – readers
need to understand both. 

Nedbank overviews its various key stakeholders and their key 
issues, introducing each of them, explaining the importance 
of each and why they need to be engaged and how they 
have been engaged. Nedbank pays particular attention to 
its	 individual	 key	 stakeholders.	 For 	example, 	in 	relation	 to	 
regulators it reviews relevant objectives, summarizes the 
strategy for 2011 and self-assesses performance. It ties this 
to strategic objectives for 2012 and beyond, and comments 
on feedback and resultant actions. It also cross-references / 
links to other reports. 

How well does your reporting explain the operating 
context of the business? 

Would a reader agree with these statements? 

• 	 I	 understand	 the	 risks	 and	 opportunities	 associated  
 with the resources on which the business depends on 

•	 I	 can	 see	 how	 the	 business	 affects	 (positively	 and  
 negatively) the providers of the resources that it  
 depends on 

• 	 Management	 has	 explained	 the	 assumptions	 around  
 future business environment on which the   
 organization’s plans are based; I understand the   
 change in resource required to deliver this plan 

•	 I	 understand	 the	 current	 risks	 and	 opportunities	 faced  
 by the business and how they are managed 

Example – Stakeholder engagement 
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R116bn in new loan payouts to clients
General fee increases retained at or below inflation 

Client service scores increased across all businesses 

Increased footprint through 121 staffed outlets and 389 ATMs13 900 families kept in their homes since 2009 through loan restructures 

Extended banking hours in 59 branches 
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Achieved skills development target
 

Significant investment in Leadership Development Programme 

157 869 retail, 748 business banking and 27 corporate 

Significant contributor to SA tax pool 

Leadership in risk management 

Well positioned for Basel III
and SAM

with
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Improved dti score from 89,5 to 95,2 
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Retained a dti level 2 contributor status 

One of the first SA banks to
receive SARB approval for AMA, IMA and AIRB-approach 

Contributed R89m to social development 

Played a leadership role in environmental issues – COP17 

R6,6bn spent on local procurement 

R9m invested in the WWF Water Balance Programme 

SA’s only carbon-neutral bank 

Vodacom m-pesa allows for more accessible low-cost banking 

Cumulative contribution to affinities R175m to date 

R1,8bn in loans to black SMEs 
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Building Africa’s most admired bank by our staff, clients, 
shareholders, regulators and communities. 
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Reasons for engagement 

To ensure that Nedbank Group remains an employer of choice by providing a safe, positive and inspiring 
working environment. 
Fully to understand and respond to staff experiences, needs and concerns. 
To provide all staff with strategic direction and pertinent information regarding group activities. 

Types of engagement 

A robust combination of face-to-face, written and broadcast communications. These included culture and engagement 
surveys, roadshows, emails, intranet communications, data casting, magazines and relevant training. 
Leading for Deep Green through a facilitated process, with natural working teams for personal mastery and team effectiveness. 

Reasons for engagement 

To understand the fi nancial services needs of clients better. 
To provide appropriate advice and solutions to meet clients’ identified fi nancial needs. 
To ensure that the high service level expectancies of clients are met. 
To ensure accuracy of personal information. 

Types of engagement 

Interactions through branch outlets, business relationship managers and call centres, complaint lines, client seminars, 
social media, surveys and marketing and advertising activities. 
Marketing that resonates communicating distinctive client insight-led offerings. 

Reasons for engagement 

To provide relevant and timeous information to current and future shareholders. 

Types of engagement 

Local and international roadshows. 
Ad hoc communications and answering investor and analyst queries. 
Annual general meeting and other meetings. 
Conferences and presentations. 
Securities Exchange N ews Service (SEN S) announcements. 
Media releases. 
Investment analyst briefings. 
Feedback via broker reports and the corporate website. 
Detailed information on all published documents to ensure full disclosure of relevant information. 

In addition to the above, Nedbank Group regularly engages with its holding company, Old Mutual Group, to ensure 
alignment of policies and methodologies, the effective capturing of synergies and leveraging of opportunities. 

Reasons for engagement 

To maintain good relationships with regulators and ensure compliance with their legal and regulatory requirements, 
thereby retaining Nedbank Group’s various operating licences and minimising its operational risk. 

Types of engagement 

Ongoing meetings and interaction with regulators, including prudential visits and statutory reporting. 
Detailed reviews with clusters and functional areas about the effective use of AIRB practices in the business. 

Reasons for engagement 

To create partnerships that will best facilitate Nedbank Group’s integrated environmental and social activities. 
To obtain input from communities and representative non-government organisations (NGOs) regarding key focus areas. 
To obtain input from environmental experts to ensure that Nedbank Group’s operations are taking place in the most 
environmentally responsible manner. 
To create awareness of Nedbank Group’s integrated environmental and social initiatives. 

Types of engagement 

N edbank Foundation – ongoing support of projects and interaction with a wide variety of non-profit and government 
organisations. 
Environmental/Sustainability partnerships with WWF-SA, Cambridge Programme for Sustainable Leadership, UNISA 
Advisory Council on Business and Climate Change and the United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative 
(UNEP FI). 
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What does it look like?

Strategic objectives  

This part of the report should explain the vision of how the 
organization will look in the future and how it will get there. 
There should be a natural link between the operating risks 
and opportunities identified elsewhere in the report and the 
strategy for dealing with them. The result should be a mix 
of information covering both short-term operational strategy 
and the long-term strategic vision for the business.

Challenges: 
 
•	 Are	the	consequences	(good	and	bad)	for	the 
 organization’s resource requirements and availability 
 clear – and does analysis in the rest of the report 
 support this understanding?

•	 Are	the	consequences	of	the	strategy	visible	in	both	 
 the performance and outlook sections of the report?

•	 Does	the	content	describe	a	long-term	vision	for	the 
 business or near-term tweaks to business operations?

An effective description of strategy should have three key 
elements: vision, starting point and delivery:

1 Vision  
Where	are	we	trying	to	get	to?	Focus	on	what	the	business	
should look like after management has implemented its 
strategy. Help readers understand the rationale for following 
the vision (including any changes to previous strategies) and 
the assumptions about the future on which it is based. 

2 Starting point 
This is the base from which the business is starting its 
journey, including its strengths and exposures, focussing on 
those aspects of the business that are directly relevant to 
the strategy. A good description here provides a basis for 
understanding how business activities and resources will 
need to change as a result of following the strategy. 

3 Delivery 
Leading	reports	help	readers	understand	the	milestones	on	
the journey to delivering the change, and an explanation of 
how the key risks and opportunities are being managed and 
the impact they could have on the strategic goal. This should 
form the basis for identifying the operational performance 
indicators that show readers how the business has 
progressed in delivering the strategy. 

The following example from ITV demonstrates the unique 
aspects of its business strategy.

Example – Explaining business strategy

3
4 

1 
2 Drive new 

revenue streams 
by exploiting 
our content 
across multiple 
platforms, 
free and pay
What do we want to achieve?
– Enter pay TV
– Transform itv.com
– Own customer relationships on 

connected platforms
– Total Value approach to brand 

exploitation
– Build addressable advertising capabilities

Overview
Strategy & operations

Performance & �nancials
Responsibility

Governance
Financial statements

 

We need to develop a channel 
portfolio that is more balanced 
between pay and free television, 
driving forward sponsorship and 
product placement and developing 
new revenue streams through 
building our programme brands 
and platform o�erings. 
itv.com needs to be transformed. 
Navigation and the viewing experience will 
be improved to cultivate a richer, deeper 
relationship between ITV and its viewers. 
In addition, we will maximise the reach 
of our video on demand service, ITV Player, 
making the service available on new 
platforms. We will also undertake pay trials 
on itv.com and are developing a payment 
mechanism to enable us to do this. 

We will continue to support and grow 
the Freeview and Freesat platforms where 
ITV channels perform strongly. Part of our 
platform strategy will also be the launch of 
YouView, the next generation of Freeview. 
This will allow viewers to navigate seamlessly 
between their favourite Freeview channels 
and the most popular on demand content 
on ITV Player and the BBC iPlayer, 
subscription free. 

Growing revenues from the SDN business, 
which operates one of the six digital 
terrestrial multiplex licences in the UK that 
make up Freeview, also remains a focus.

In the past we have not exploited the full 
value of our programming. With our new 
Total Value approach to programme 
commissioning and brand exploitation, we 
intend to maximise the lifetime revenues 
from our strongest brands.

As explained earlier we have restructured 
the sales team to ensure we have the right 
team in place to o�er creative advertising 
solutions and drive revenues across all 
our platforms. 

How are we going to achieve it?

‘Develop new revenue 
streams through building 
our programme brands 
and platform o�erings’

Corrie Nation ITV Live iPhone app

Transforming ITV

Source: ITV plc Report and Accounts 2010, pages 17-18



 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  
 

It is important to demonstrate the unique features of the 
strategy. After all, this is management’s opportunity to explain 
how it is enhancing the business model. Reporters who don’t 
do this, risk falling back on generic industry-level objectives 
such as market leadership. This adds little value, and in reality 
may be creating operational goals that the business has little 
hope of achieving. In contrast, ITV’s description of its strategy 
ran to some 19 pages in its 2010 Annual Report, providing 
readers with a clear picture of how the business is expected 
to change under management’s plans. 

How clearly does your reporting explain the  
business strategy? 

Would a reader agree with these statements? 

•	 I	 understand	 where	 the	 company	 is	 on	 its	 journey  
 towards its strategic vision 

•	 I	 understand	 how	 the	 business	 will	 change	 in	 the		 
 short-term as it develops towards its strategic vision 

•	 I	 can	 see	 the	 operational	 milestones	 in	 implementing  
 the business strategy 

•	 I	 can	 see	 in	 broad	 terms	 how	 the	 business	 plans	 to	  
 evolve to meet changes in its operating environment;  
 I understand its strengths and weaknesses as it  
 prepares to meet this challenge 

•	 I	 understand	 how	 the	 long-term	 strategy	 will	  
 be delivered This is management’s 

opportunity to explain 
how it is enhancing the 
business model. 

Example – Explaining business strategy 
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Ourstrategy 
continued 

3 
Reduce complexity
and cost. 
• Continually improve key areas of customer service 

• Converge and simplify processes and ensure disciplined 
expense management 

• Upgrade our technology with a multi-year program that will make 
us a more agile, efficient and competitive business by simplifying 
banking, finance and risk systems, processes and tools 

2011 HIGHLIGHTS 

• Simplified our product ranges 

• Progressed simplification of the mortgage process for our customers and our frontline bankers 

• Progressed technology upgrades in infrastructure, network, re-platforming program and 
customer process 

FOCUS GOING FORWARD 

• Continue to progress the upgrade of operations and replace ageing infrastructure 

• Responsible management of costs within growth 

MLC & NAB WEALTH 

A core priority at MLC & NAB Wealth is to create 
market-leading online capability for financial advisers 
and customers. There are significant benefits for 
both our business and our customers in enabling 
more transactions to be completed online, including 
faster turnaround times and improvements to 
customer service, accuracy and efficiency. 

“ MLC Online Applications are invaluable in 
streamlining accurate business implementation – 
they completely cut out the need to mail 
paperwork, and enable new accounts to be set 
up on MLC’s system instantly, which reduces 
potential errors associated with manual 
administration. Ultimately, this helps advisers 
spend more time actually speaking with clients!” 
Chris Gillis, NAB Financial Planning 

100 
Simplified our product ranges and closed 
more than 100 products 

Banking cost to income ratio 
% 

Mar 
2009 

Sep 
2011 

Mar 
2011 

Sep 
2010 

Mar 
2010 

Sep 
2009 

43.4 
43.543.9 

46.2 
45.5 

44.5 

Sour : NAB in nal 

National Australia Bank 
Annual Review 2011 Our business Our strategy 

4 
Enhance our 
reputation. 
• Improving our customer outcomes 

• Invest in our people – leadership and skill development, diversity 
and volunteering 

• Address our broader responsibility in society – education, inclusion 
and environment 

2011 HIGHLIGHTS 

• Awarded ‘Best Low Fee Bank Account’ for NAB Classic Banking by CHOICE for the 
second consecutive year 

• Removed mortgage exit fees and introduced fairer credit card charges 

• Awarded ‘Most Satisfied Customers’ of the Major Banks by Canstar Blue 

• Awarded ‘Best Career Development Program’ for the Academy (NAB’s learning and 
development centre) in the 2011 Australian Banking and Finance Awards 

• Contributed over 25,000 volunteer days to the community, worth more than $8 million 

• Included in the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (Asia Pacific Index top-ten leaders and 
the World Index), and the Carbon Disclosure Project Performance and Disclosure Indices 

• Published our third Reconciliation Action Plan, setting out 22 commitments 
for the year ahead 

FOCUS GOING FORWARD 

• Continue delivering our promise of ‘More Give, Less Take’ to show we stand 
for fairer and better banking 

• Achieve our Greenhouse Reduction and Beyond Carbon Neutral targets by 2013 

• Create a more diverse workforce through initiatives that help achieve our 
disclosed diversity targets 

• Continue to focus on issues of inclusion, hardship and education in our 
wider community 

PERSONAL BANKING 

By listening to our customers and maintaining 
our commitment to ‘do the right thing’, we 
have enhanced our reputation and expanded 
the NAB family. Ms Silvester, from Forest Hill in 
Victoria, broke up with Westpac after 30 years. 

“ I just got sick of paying this extra money 
each month and I just felt I wasn’t getting 
the personal service.” Ms Silvester, new 
NAB customer 

Customer satisfaction 
Personal Banking Australia 
Very or fairly satisfied (%) 

Sep 
2009 

Mar 
2011 

Sep 
2011 

Mar 
2010 

Sep 
2010 

Mar 
2009 

74.1 
75.4 

77.2 
74.8 

78.2 

74.1 

NAB A age of the thr jors 

69.0 
70.8 

72.8 
74.7 73.8 

78.5 

Sour oy Morgan R ch, September 2011. A alian Main 
Financial Institutions, population aged 14+, six month moving a age. 

tisfaction is based on customers who answ ed very/ airl 
tisfied. NAB compared with the thr jor banks (ANZ, CB , WBC). 

“ NAB’s strategy for fair exchange of value has been 
reinforced by a number of Personal Banking initiatives 
including competitively priced products and services, 
leading the industry by abolishing early exit fees.” 
Cameron Clyne, Group CEO 

Source: National Australia Bank Annual review 2011, pages 12-13 

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes 
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What does it look like?
 

Performance
 

This part of the report describes current levels of 
performance both as a basis for assessing progress in 
delivering management’s strategic targets and as a base for 
understanding the future outlook for the business. 

Challenges:  
 
•	 Is	 the	 analysis	 of	 performance	 on	 a	 basis	 consistent		 
 with to the operational reality of the business  
 and on a basis that can be projected forwards by the  
 reader by applying a set of operational assumptions? 

•	 Have 	all 	aspects 	of	 corporate 	strategy 	been	 addressed? 

•	 Does	 ‘underlying 	performance’	 provide	 a	 balanced  
 perspective from which the future outlook can 
 
 be assessed?
 

If the foundation of the report has been well designed 
(covering business model, operating context, and strategy), 
the material areas for performance reporting should naturally 
follow. However, care needs to be taken in selecting the right 
measures to report. The performance indicators selected 
need to support readers’ decision-making processes. This 
means recognizing that different types of measures are 
relevant to different judgments. 

The following four key areas should help readers form a 
clearer view of business value and stewardship: 

1 How has the ‘asset’ base changed and how has 
it been managed? 
Businesses investing in their asset base can be frustrated 
that financial reporting rules often class their investment 
as a cost rather than an asset. It is in both companies’ and 
investors’ interest that a broader view be provided. The six 
capitals (financial, intellectual, manufactured, social, human, 
natural) outlined by the IIRC should help preparers provide a 
more complete picture of investment in (and consumption 
of) the asset base, and ultimately help readers understand 
whether the productive capacity of the business has 
declined or been enhanced. 

In some instances, it may be possible to report on specific 
outcomes – for example brand recognition scores. In 
others, reporting on investment in the asset may be more 
appropriate – for example research investment. In all cases it 
is important to focus on investment that has a direct benefit 
to the business. 

Woodside Petroleum shows how the creation of new oil and 
gas reserves can be reported. 

2 How has the business performed against its 
operational objectives? 
Operational objectives cover both the management of risk and 
the delivery of performance milestones. The measures that are 
reported on here should follow naturally from the description of 
operating context (management of risk) and business strategy 
(performance milestones). If these parts of the report have 
a clear focus there should be a relatively small number of 
key operational performance indicators that are aligned with 
measures that management is itself using to run the business. 

The example below from Marks and Spencer Group plc shows 
operational performance against management’s plan. 

3 What underlying return is being generated 
by the business? 
The starting point for most valuation models will be the current 
earnings generation capacity and growth of the business. 
A consequence of this is that, without adjustment, small 
earnings fluctuations can have a magnified effect on valuation 
assessments leading to share price volatility. 

Companies have long reported adjusted earnings figures that 
can help provide a more stable base for this assessment than 
raw financial data. There is however a distinction between the 
backwards-looking adjustments that are typically reported, 
and the more forward-looking analysis needed to help readers 
understand the current earnings run-rate. As an illustration, 
the results of acquisitions are often excluded from underlying 
earnings – this provides a basis for comparison of business 
performance against targets but it does not help readers 
understand the earnings generation capability of the business 
post-acquisition earnings. To understand this, readers will need 
to see the impact pre-acquisition earnings would have had on 
statutory earnings. 

4 What does current performance say about the 
prospects of the business? 
As well as providing a basis for understanding underlying 
business return, current performance information also helps 
readers understand the implications for future performance – 
but the information needed for this is different. 

The focus here generally needs to be on identifying and 
explaining performance variances – in particular variances 
against the strategic objectives management has set itself. 
The relevant measures will often be operational rather 
than financial in nature. A balanced view, written from an 
operational perspective, is important here – the logic of 
Integrated Reporting means that any gaps in the reporting 

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International 
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The performance indicators selected need to  
support readers’ decision-making processes.

of strategically important performance will be immediately 
apparent to readers. Most businesses respond quickly to 
areas of operational under performance. The opportunity to 
explain this response should be preferable to leaving readers 
to assess the implications for themselves.

The quality and depth of the business model description 
will be important in helping readers relate the implications 
of operational performance variances to overall business 
performance and value. In a well designed report, detail 
provided in the business model should follow the same 
operational structures as the performance analysis. So, for 
example if one segment of the customer base is performing 
ahead of expectations, readers can look to the business 
model to understand the relative size of that base and 
ultimately form their own judgment on the implications for  
future earnings.

How well does your reporting explain  
business performance?

Would a reader agree with these statements?

•	 I	can	see	the	extent	to	which	the	productive	capacity 
  of the business has been retained / enhanced

•	 I	can	see	the	extent	to	which	management	is 
 delivering on its short, medium, and long-term  
 change programme

•	 I	can	see	how	successful	the	business	is	in 
 generating value

•	 I	understand	the	capacity	of	the	business	to	 
 generate value

•	 I	have	sufficient	visibility	over	the	key	short-medium, 
 and long-term risk indicators to assess whether its 
 current direction and ability to generate financial 
 returns is sustainable

Example – Reporting operating performance

07 08 09 10 11

07 08 09 10 11

Overview

Reserves statement

Contingent resources increased 322.7 MMboe primarily due to positive 
revisions in the Greater Browse fields and exploration and appraisal 
success in the Greater Exmouth and Greater Pluto regions.

2011 Key performance highlights

 � The three year organic Proved 
reserves replacement ratio 
remains above 100%.

 � Proved reserves life is 20 years.

 �  Net contingent resources in the 
Greater Browse region increased 
251.5 MMboe.

 �  Net contingent resources in 
the Greater Exmouth region 
increased 21.8 MMboe.

 �  Net contingent resources in the 
Greater Pluto region increased 
66.8 MMboe.

Woodside’s reserves(1) overview 2011 2010 Change%
Proved(2) MMboe 1,292.4 1,308.5 (1.2)
Proved plus Probable(3) MMboe 1,610.2 1,680.1 (4.2)
Contingent resources(4) MMboe 2,136.5 1,813.8 17.8

Key metrics Proved Proved plus 
Probable

2011 reserves replacement ratio(5) % 75 (10)
Organic 2011 reserves replacement ratio(6) % 76 (6)
Three year reserves replacement ratio % 84 57
Three year organic reserves replacement ratio % 102 88
Reserves life Years 20 25
Annual production(7) MMboe 63.7 63.7
Net acquisitions and divestments MMboe (0.6) (2.3)

Proved reserves annual reconciliation by product* 
(Woodside share)

Dry gas(8) Condensate(9) Oil Total

Bcf(10) MMbbl(11) MMbbl MMboe(12)

Reserves at 31 December 2010 6,450 122.3 54.6 1,308.5

Revision of previous estimates(13) 105 2.6 13.7 34.6

Extensions and discoveries(14) 72 1.1 0.0 13.7

Acquisitions and divestments (3) 0.0 (0.1) (0.6)

Annual production(7) (218) (8.7) (16.8) (63.7)

Reserves at 31 December 2011 6,406 117.2 51.4 1,292.4

*small differences are due to rounding to first decimal place.

Best estimate contingent resources annual reconciliation by product

Dry gas Condensate Oil Total

Bcf MMbbl MMbbl MMboe

Contingent resources at 31 December 2010 8,298 246.9 111.2 1,813.8

Transfer to reserves (28) (0.7) (2.7) (8.3)

Revision of previous estimates 1,248 38.1 (6.8) 250.2

Extensions and discoveries 315 5.7 31.0 92.0

Acquisitions and divestments (44) (1.4) (2.0) (11.2)

Contingent resources at 31 December 2011 9,788 288.6 130.7 2,136.5

Proved reserves
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Proved reserves have remained steady over 
the past five years. 

1,
29

2

Proved plus Probable reserves

R
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1,
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3

1,
65

1

1,
68

0

Proved plus Probable reserves have remained 
steady over the past five years.

1,
61

0

 Refer to page 18 for Notes to the Reserves Statement. 

Woodside Petroleum Ltd  |  2011 Annual Report16

Source: Woodside Petroleum Ltd Annual 
Report, 2011, page 16. The above disclosures 
reflect the Group’s position as at  
31 Dec 2011

Financial performance 

Drive UK space growth

Performance against our plan

Group revenue

+2.1% (53 wks)
+4.2% (52 wks)

-2.3% (53 wks)
+5.9% (52 wks)

Underlying Group operating profit

UK market share clothing and footwear UK market share food

Value Volume 
+0.5%pts +0.3%pts +0.1%pts

Focusing on the UK

Analysis This year we grew market share across all areas of our clothing 
business, as we offered customers greater choice at the same unrivalled 
quality and value. More information on our clothing performance is set out 
on page 16. 

Analysis Our food market share increased this year as customers did more 
of their shopping with M&S, recognising the great value and quality we offer. 
Our performance in this area is detailed on page 20.  

P16

Annual space growth

Analysis This year we have set out a commitment 
to deliver c.3% UK space growth per annum 
until 2015/16. This programme will help us 
create a store portfolio that delivers a leading 
multi-channel shopping experience. 

Average weekly footfall

-0.3%

Analysis Customer visits to our stores were broadly stable in 2010/11. 
Concerns about rising petrol prices meant footfall slowed slightly in the 
second half of the year. However, we remained ahead of the overall market 
figure of -1.4%. 

20.7m

21.0m

21.6m

21.8m

10/11

09/10

08/09

07/08

£824.9m

£843.9m

£768.9m

£1,089.3m

10/11

09/10

08/09

07/08

£m 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11

UK 8,309.1 8,164.3 8,567.9 8,733.0

International 712.9 897.8 968.7 1,007.3

Total 9,022.0 9,062.1 9,536.6 9,740.3

£m 07/08 08/09 09/10 10/11

UK 972.9 652.8 701.2 677.9

International 116.4 116.1 142.7 147.0

Total 1,089.3 768.9 843.9 824.9

UK mystery shopping programme

Average score is 

Analysis In April 2010 we rebased our mystery shopping scores to help us target even 
higher standards of customer service. This year we conducted around 6,800 visits to 
stores and have seen a steady improvement in performance over the course of the 
year, with average scores increasing by 11%.

70

75

80
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90
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72
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In November 2010 we set out plans to invest an 
additional £850m to £900m over the next three 
years to enhance our UK business and develop 
our multi-channel and international capabilities. 
As a result, we have set a target to grow Group 
revenue to between £11.5bn and £12.5bn 
by 2013/14.

Marks and Spencer Group plc Annual report and financial statements 2011

10

Source: Marks and Spencer Group plc 
Annual Report 2011, page 10

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	

 
 

	 	 	 	 	 	

 

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

What does it look like?
 

Future outlook 
This part of the report should provide a basis for readers 
to form their own views on the long-term prospects of the 
business. The information in this section is central to readers’ 
understanding of business value. But businesses have 
traditionally been wary of sharing this type of information. 
This is understandably a difficult area given the legal and 
regulatory environment in which businesses operate. We 
believe the approach outlined below can make it easier for 
businesses to manage these concerns. 

Challenges:  
 
•	 Are 	assumptions 	expressed 	in 	sufficient 	detail 	that  
 readers can understand the impact of flexing them?  
 Does the description of existing operations also  
 support this? 

•	 Does 	the 	outlook 	help 	readers 	form 	their 	own 		 	
 views – to the extent possible – on the long-  
 term elements of a valuation assessment as well as  
 the short-term? 

1 Help readers form their own views of the future 
Don’t assume that explaining the future outlook requires 
a financial forecast. If enough clarity is provided over your 
existing operations, readers should be able to build their 
own judgments around management’s expectations for 
the operational performance of the different parts of the 
business rather than relying on high level financial forecasts. 
For example, AstraZeneca provide information on both 
research progress and future patent expiries. 

2 Don’t take responsibility for assumptions 
you can’t control 
Financial forecasts and projections inevitably involve 
significant assumptions that are beyond management’s 
operational control. Help readers to understand these 
assumptions by explaining them. BHP Billiton plc achieves 
this by providing a sensitivity analysis to metals prices based 
on current year performance. 

3 Stay at the right level 
Commercial sensitivities are a natural concern for many 
businesses when looking to the future. However, the 
information needed for shareholders to assess future 
business value is generally at a much higher level to that 
which would be relevant to a competitor. For example 
shareholders may be looking to understand growth in a 
particular market but are less likely to need to know the 

Example – Patent development and expiries 
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Source: BHP Billiton Annual Report, 2011 

Patent expiries for our key marketed products 

US r $m) 

K mark ed product # US P pir 11 2010 2009 

Nexium 20151 2,397 2,695 2,835 

Crestor 2016 3,074 2,640 2,100 

Toprol-XL/Seloken Expired 404 689 964 

Atacand 2012 182 216 263 

Symbicort 2014 (combination), 2023 (formulation), 2026 (pMDI device) 846 721 488 

Zoladex Expired 39 46 54 

Seroquel IR 2012 3,344 3,107 3,074 

Seroquel XR 2017 (formulation)2 779 640 342 

Synagis 2015 (composition), 2023 (formulation) 570 646 782 

Prilosec/Losec Expired 38 47 64 

EU, C d d J p e ($m) 

K mark ed product # EU P pir Canadian P pir Japane P pir 11 2010 2009 

Nexium 2014 2014 20205 1,042 1,422 1,395 

Crestor 2017 2012 2017 2,534 2,201 1,782 

Toprol-XL/Seloken Expired Expired Expired 163 169 181 

Atacand 2012 Expired N/A 799 837 808 

Symbicort 2018 (formulation) 
2019 (Turbuhaler device) 

2012 (combination) 
2018 (formulation) 
2019 (Turbuhaler device) 

2017 (combination) 
2018 (formulation) 
2019 (Turbuhaler device) 

1,822 1,621 1,459 

Zoladex Expired Expired Expired 733 718 744 

Seroquel IR 2012 Expired 2012 651 705 792 

Seroquel XR 2017 (formulation) 2017 (formulation) N/A 562 401 301 

Synagis 2015 (composition) 2015 (composition) 2015 (composition) 405 392 300 

Prilosec/Losec Expired Expired Expired 660 660 641 

* Patents are or may be challenged by third parties and generics may be launched ‘at risk’. See the Principal risks and uncertainties section from page 130. Many of our products are subject 
to challenges by third parties. Details of material challenges by third parties can be found in Note 25 to the Financial Statements from page 184. 

# Additional patents relating to the stated products may have terms extending beyond the quoted dates. 
1 Licence agreements with Teva and Ranbaxy Pharmaceuticals Inc. allow each to launch a generic version in the US from May 2014, subject to regulatory approval. 
2 Licence agreements with Handa and Accord allow each to launch a generic version in the US from 1 November 2016 or earlier upon certain circumstances, subject to regulatory approval. 
3 Aggregate revenue for the EU, Canada and Japan. 
4 Expiry in major EU markets. 
5 PTE application pending. 

Patent expiries 
The tables above set out certain patent expiry dates and sales for our 
key marketed products. The expiry dates relate to the basic substance 
patent relevant to that product unless indicated otherwise. The expiry 
dates shown include any PTE and Paediatric Exclusivity periods. 

Data exclusivity 
In addition to patent protection, Regulatory Data Protection (RDP 
or ‘data exclusivity’) is an important IP right which arises in respect 
of data which is required to be submitted to regulatory authorities 
in order to obtain marketing approvals for our medicines. Significant 
investment is required to generate such data (for example, through 
conducting global clinical trials) and the use of this proprietary data 
is protected from use by third parties (such as generic manufacturers) 
for a number of years in a limited number of countries. The period 
of such protection and the extent to which the right is respected 
differs significantly between these countries. We believe in enforcing 
our rights to RDP and consider it an important protection for 
our inventions, particularly as patent rights are increasingly 
being challenged. 

The period of RDP starts from the date of the first marketing approval 
from the relevant health authority and runs in parallel to any pending 
patent protection. RDP would generally be expected to expire prior to 
patent expiry in all major markets. If a product takes an unusually long 
time to secure marketing approval or if patent protection has not been 
secured, expired or lost, then RDP may be the sole IP right protecting 
a product from copying as generics should not be approved and 
marketed until RDP has expired. 

Compulsory licensing 
Compulsory licensing (the overruling of patent rights to allow 
patented medicines to be manufactured and sold by other parties) 
is increasingly being included in the access to medicines debate. 
We recognise the right of developing countries to use the flexibilities 
in the World Trade Organisation’s Agreement on Trade-Related 
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) (including the Doha 
amendment) in certain circumstances, such as a public health 
emergency. We believe that this should apply only when all other ways 
of meeting the emergency needs have been considered and where 
healthcare frameworks and safeguards are in place to ensure that the 
medicines reach those who need them. 
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Delivering our strategy Intellectual Property 35 

Pipeline by Therapy Area at 31 December 2011 

Cardiovascular 

Phase I Phase III/ 
Registration 

Line 
Extensions 

Phase II 

> AZD2820# > AZD2927 
> AZD4017 

> Brilinta/Brilique 
>  dapagliflozin# 

> Axanum 
> Brilinta/Brilique 

PEGASUS-TIMI 
> Crestor # 

(elevated CRP ) 

>  dapagliflozin/ 
metformin FDC# 

>  dapagliflozin# 

(diabetes – add on 
to DPP-IV) 

>  dapagliflozin# 

(diabetes – add on to insulin 
and add on to metformin 
LT data) 

>  dapagliflozin# 

(diabetes – in patients with 
high CV risk – Study 18 and 
19 data) 

> Kombiglyze XRTM/ 
KomboglyzeTM FDC# * 

>  OnglyzaTM 

SAVOR-TIMI# 

Infection > AZD5099 
> AZD5847 
> MEDI-534 
> MEDI-550 
> MEDI-557 
> MEDI-559 

> AZD9773# 

>  CXL# 

(CEF104) 

> CAZ AVI# 

(CAZ104) 

>  Q-LAIV Flu Vac 
(MEDI-3250) 

> Zinforo# 

(ceftaroline) 

> FluMist/Fluenz 

Neuroscience > AZD1446# 

> AZD3241 
> AZD3839# 

> AZD5213 
> MEDI-578 

>  AZD2423 
> AZD3480# 

> AZD6765 
>  TC-5214# 

(monotherapy) 

> NKTR-118# 

>  TC-5214# 

(adjunct) 

> Diprivan# 

> EMLA# 

Oncology > AZD1480 
> AZD2014 
> AZD3514 
> AZD5363# 

>  AZD8330# 

(ARRY-424704) 

> MEDI-551# 

> MEDI-565# 

> MEDI-573# 

> MEDI-3617# 

>  moxetumomab 
pasudotox# 

(CAT-8015) 

> olaparib 
>  selumetinib# 

(AZD6244) 
(ARRY-142886)/ 
MK2206 

> AZD4547 
> AZD8931 
> fostamatinib# ** 

> MEDI-575# 

>  selumetinib# 

(AZD6244) 
(ARRY-142886) 

> tremelimumab# 

> Caprelsa 
(vandetanib) 

> RanmarkTM # 

(denosumab) 

> Faslodex 
(high dose (500mg) 
2nd line advanced 
breast cancer) 

> Faslodex 
(1st line advanced 
breast cancer) 

> Iressa 
(1st line EGFR 
mut+ NSCLC) 

> I ressa 
(treatment beyond 
progression) 

Respiratory & 
Inflammation 

> AZD2115 
> MEDI-546# 

> MEDI-551# 

> MEDI-570# 

> AZD1981 
> AZD2423 
> AZD5069 
> AZD5423 
> AZD8683 
>  benralizumab# 

(MEDI-563) 

>  mavrilimumab# 

(CAM-3001) 

> MEDI-8968# 

>  sifalimumab# 

(MEDI-545) 

>  tralokinumab 
(CAT-354) 

> fostamatinib# > Oxis 
> Symbicort 

(asthma/COPD) 

> Symbicort 
(COPD) 

> Symbicort 
(SMART) 

# Partnered product. 
* Kombiglyze XRTM in the US; KomboglyzeTM FDC in the EU. 
** Added to pipeline table after starting Phase II in January 2012. 

Addition
 No change
 Progression 

New filing
 Launched
 Reclassified 

Key – showing movements since 27 January 2011 

Gastrointestinal >  tralokinumab 
(CAT-354) 

> Entocort 
> Nexium 

(peptic ulcer bleeding) 

> Nexium 
(GERD) 

AstraZeneca Annual Report and Form 20-F Information 2011 
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Therapy Area Review 57 

Source: AstraZeneca Annual Report and Form 20-F Information 2011, pages 35 and 57 

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes 

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International 
provides no client services. No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm vis-à-vis third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such 
authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved. Printed in the United Kingdom. 



3 Operating and financial review and prospects continued

3.4.1 Commodity prices continued
Manganese: Manganese ore prices decreased from US$8.70 per dry
metric tonne unit (dmtu) at the beginning of FY2011 to US$5.24 per
dmtu at year-end. The average manganese ore price delivered to
China for FY2011 was US$6.29 per dmtu, three per cent below the
average for FY2010. Silicomanganese alloy prices in the US decreased
from US$1,435 per tonne at the beginning of FY2011 to US$1,367 per
tonne by year-end. Manganese alloy prices in Europe decreased from
US$1,458 per tonne at the beginning of FY2011 to US$1,286 per
tonne at year-end. High-carbon ferromanganese alloy prices in the
US decreased from US$1,400 per tonne at the beginning of FY2011
to US$1,320 per tonne by year-end. High-carbon ferromanganese alloy
prices in Europe decreased from US$1,458 per tonne at the beginning
of FY2011 to US$1,257 per tonne by year-end. Despite substantially
lower ore input costs, manganese alloy prices continued to trade
in a relatively narrow band due to increased costs of coking coal
and power from the second half of FY2011 onwards.

Metallurgical coal: The quarterly negotiated prices increased from
US$225 per tonne at the beginning of FY2011 to US$330 per tonne
at year-end. Platts 64 Mid Volatile Index spot coking coal prices
increased from US$202 per tonne at the beginning of FY2011 to
US$273 per tonne at year-end. The coking coal market weakened
in the first half of FY2011 on subdued demand growth in traditional
coking coal importing countries and more than adequate supply
to meet this demand. However, heavy rains in Queensland during
September to November 2010, and resultant floods in late December,
caused significant supply disruptions. With the sharp reduction
in available seaborne tonnages, the market became very tight
in the third quarter of FY2011 and the Platts 64 Mid Volatile Index
price rose to a peak of US$336 per tonne in January 2011.

Nickel: LME prices increased from US$8.81 per lb at the beginning
of FY2011 to US$10.49 per lb at year-end. The average nickel price
for FY2011 was US$10.86 per lb, 24 per cent above the average
for FY2010. Higher prices were underpinned by the improved
global economic recovery, service centre re-stocking and strong
underlying consumption. The fall of the nickel price in early May
2011 was caused by a general sell-off by investors. This drop led to
a wait-and-see purchasing behaviour among stainless distributors
and end-users in the following months. On the supply side, more
nickel production was added in the first half of FY2011, whereas
the second half of the year was characterised by supply disruptions.
Partially offsetting these disruptions was a particularly high level
of nickel pig iron production in China.

The following table indicates the estimated impact on FY2011
profit after taxation of changes in the prices of our most signifi cant
commodities. With the exception of price-linked costs, the sensitivities
below assume that all other variables, such as exchange rate, costs,
volumes and taxation, remain constant. There is an inter-relationship
between changes in commodity prices and changes in currencies
that is not reflected in the sensitivities below. Volumes are based
on FY2011 actual results and sale prices of our commodities under
a mix of short-, medium- and long-term contracts. Movements in
commodity prices can cause movements in exchange rates and
vice versa. These sensitivities should therefore be used with care.

The impact of the commodity price movements in FY2011
is discussed in section 3.6 ‘Operating results’.

3.4.2 Freight markets
The bulk freight market is typically categorised by the size of the
vessel. Capesize vessels are typically classified as having deadweight
above 150 thousand deadweight tonnes (kdwt) compared with
Panamax and Supramax vessels, which are 60 to 100 kdwt and
50 to 60 kdwt respectively.

The Capesize average 4 Time Charter rate, being a particular
rate published by the Baltic Exchange, declined from US$24,239 per
day at the beginning of FY2011 to US$12,732 per day at year end.
Capesize freight rates dropped as low as US$4,567 per day in
February 2011 as major supplying regions suffered adverse weather
conditions resulting in lower cargo availability. The Panamax
average 6 Time Charter rate declined from US$22,113 per day
at the beginning of FY2011 to US$12,823 per day at the year-end.
The Supramax average 4 Time Charter rate decreased from
US$21,607 per day at the beginning of FY2011 to US$13,682 per
day at the year-end. Although the demand for bulk commodities
was strong, the freight market saw oversupply due to the many
newbuild vessels entering the market. The total dry bulk fl eet
grew by 17 per cent year-on-year in CY2010, the fastest growth
for many years.

3.4.3 Exchange rates
We are exposed to exchange rate transaction risk on foreign
currency sales and purchases as we believe that active currency
hedging does not provide long-term benefits to our shareholders.
Because a majority of our sales are denominated in US dollars, and
the US dollar plays a dominant role in our business, we borrow and
hold surplus cash predominantly in US dollars to provide a natural
hedge. Operating costs and costs of local equipment are infl uenced
by the fluctuations in the Australian dollar, South African rand,
Chilean peso and Brazilian real. Foreign exchange gains and
losses reflected in operating costs owing to fluctuations in the
abovementioned currencies relative to the US dollar may potentially
offset one another. The Australian dollar, Brazilian real, Chilean
peso and South African rand strengthened against the US dollar
during FY2011.

We are also exposed to exchange rate translation risk in relation
to net monetary liabilities, being our foreign currency denominated
monetary assets and liabilities, including debt and other long-term
liabilities (other than closure and rehabilitation provisions
at operating sites where foreign currency gains and losses
are capitalised in property, plant and equipment).

Details of our exposure to foreign currency fluctuations are
contained within note 28 ‘Financial risk management’ to the
financial statements.

3.4.4 Interest rates
We are exposed to interest rate risk on our outstanding borrowings
and investments. Our policy on interest rate exposure is for interest
on our borrowings to be on a US dollar floating interest rate basis.
Deviation from our policy requires the prior approval of our Financial
Risk Management Committee, and is managed within our Cash
Flow at Risk (CFaR) limit, which is described in note 28 ‘Financial
risk management’ in the financial statements. When required under
this strategy, we use interest rate swaps, including cross currency
interest rate swaps, to convert a fixed rate exposure to a fl oating
rate exposure. As at 30 June 2011, we had US$0.8 billion of fi xed
interest borrowings that had not been swapped to floating rates,
arising principally from legacy positions that were in existence prior
to the merger that created the DLC structure.
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Readers should be able to build their own judgments 
around management’s expectations. 

Example – Explaining results sensitivities 

Estimated impact on FY2011 profit after taxation 
of changes of: US$M 

US$1/bbl on oil price 43 
US¢1/lb on aluminium price 20 
US¢1/lb on copper price 18 
US¢1/lb on nickel price 1 
US$1/t on iron ore price 80 
US$1/t on manganese alloy 0.5 
US$1/dmtu on manganese ore 138 
US$1/t on metallurgical coal price 22 
US$1/t on energy coal price 24 

Source: BHP Billiton Annual Report, 2011, page 86 

technical details of a planned new product launch; the track 
record of past launches may be more helpful to 
their assessment. 

4 Help readers understand the long-term prospects 
The long-term prospects of the business are, of course, 
hugely subjective – so is there any value in explaining these? 
We believe there is, but the focus of the explanation should 
be different. Irrespective of whether management provides 
this information, anyone looking to value the business will 
need to form a judgment over its long-term prospects. This is 
likely to represent a significant proportion of overall value. 

At this level, explanations of future performance should 
focus more on the overall shape of the business rather than 
detailed operational considerations. For example, recognizing 
that one part of the business is likely to grow faster than 
others can help readers to adjust their expectations of overall 
margins earned. 

How well does your reporting explain the future 

outlook for the business?
 

Would a reader agree with these statements? 

•	 I can see what effect management’s plans will have 
on the future productive capacity of the business 

•	 I can see how changes to the business environment 
together with management’s plans will affect the 
ability of the business to generate financial returns 

•	 I can see how the ‘game changing’ issues affecting 
the operating environment could affect productive 
capacity and ability to generate returns 

•	 I have enough information to form my own views 
about how the issues and opportunities identified in 
the report might affect the business 

Example – Explaining targets and aspirations 

  

 

 

 

Report by the Managing Board 

Highlights of 2011 
DSM in motion: driving focused growth 
Sustainability 
Stakeholder engagement 
People in 2011 
Planet in 2011 
Profit in 2011 
Outlook 
Innovation 
External recognition 

Strategic and financial targets 

Profitability targets 2013 

- EBITDA € 1.4 - 1.6 bn 

- ROCE > 15% 

Sales targets 2015 

- Organic sales growth 5-7% annually 

- China sales from USD 1.5 bn to > USD 3 bn 

- High growth economies sales from ~32% toward 50% of sales 

- Innovation sales from ~12% to 20% of sales 

Aspiration regarding Emerging Business Areas for 2020 

- EBA sales > € 1 bn 

In terms of the sales targets established for this strategy period, 
DSM comfortably exceeded the organic sales growth target and 
demonstrated solid growth in sales in China in 2011. DSM saw 
a growth in sales in high growth economies as a percentage of 
overall sales to 39% in 2011, bringing the company closer to its 
announced goal of moving from approximately 32% toward 50% 
of total net sales. Innovation sales — measured as sales from 
innovative products and applications introduced in the last five 
years — reached 18% of total net sales in 2011, close to the 
company’s 2015 target of approximately 20%. 

Further progress was made in the Emerging Business Areas 
(EBAs). The EBAs are DSM Biomedical, DSM Bio-based 
Products & Services and DSM Advanced Surfaces. 

For the period 2011-2015 capital expenditure can be expected 
at a level comparable to that in the 'accelerated Vision 2010' 
period (€ 500-550 million per year on average). For the total 
period, capital expenditure is expected to amount to € 2.5-2.7 
billion, of which approximately USD 1 billion in China. In addition, 
DSM aspires to keep working capital as a percentage of 
annualized net sales below 19%. At the end of 2011 working 
capital as a percentage of annualized net sales amounted to 
20.2%. 

Sustainability aspirations 2011-2015 

Dow Jones Sustainability Index 

Top ranking (SAM Gold Class)1 

ECO+ (innovation) 

80%+ of pipeline is ECO+2 

ECO+ (running business) 

From approximately 34% toward 50% 

Energy efficiency 

20% improvement in 2020, compared to 2008 

Greenhouse-gas emissions 

-25% (absolute) by 2020, compared to 2008 

Employee Engagement Survey 

Toward High Performance Norm3 

Diversity and People+ 

To be updated in 2011 

1 This means a total score of at least 75% and within 5% of the SAM sector leader
 
2 See page 224 for a definition of ECO+
 
3 The High Performance Norm (79% favorable) is the composite of the top 25%
 

employee responses of the selected external benchmark organizations 

In 2010 DSM set a number of ambitious sustainability aspirations 
for 2015, and in 2011 the company made good progress toward 
meeting them. The highlights can be found on page 27. 

High Growth Economies: from 'reaching out' to being truly 
global 
A key element of DSM in motion: driving focused growth is for 
DSM to move from being a European company reaching out to 
the world to being a truly global company. All the evidence 
indicates that fast-growing economies such as China, India, 
Brazil and Russia and other emerging areas will be the major 
growth engines for the world economy over the next decade. 
DSM’s market penetration in the high growth economies has 
increased from just 22% of sales in 2005 to 39% now, the target 
for 2015 being to move toward 50% of sales. DSM expects over 
70% of its growth in the period to 2015 to come from high growth 
economies. 

DSM has a clear focus on China, where the company has set a 
target to double sales to a level of at least USD 3 billion by 2015. 
In 2011 DSM made good progress toward this target: China 
sales increased 23% to USD 2.0 billion. To support this growth 
DSM intends to invest USD 1 billion in China in this strategy 
period. DSM will also increase its presence in other markets, 
doubling or even trebling revenues in India, Latin America and 
Russia. 

Source: Royal DSM Integrated Annual Report 2011, page 29 

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes 
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What does it look like?
 

Governance & Remuneration
 

In many regions there are already extensive compliance-
based disclosures covering governance and remuneration 
reporting. Nevertheless, there is still scope for companies 
to use an Integrated Reporting approach to improve their 
reporting within their local compliance framework. 

Challenges: 

•	 Compliance requirements can lead to generic 
disclosure offering little that is specific to the 
organization. Disclosures need to stay focussed and 
relevant to the company and its business value. 

•	 Setting a tone that reflects the importance the board 
places on the maintenance and enhancement of 
long-term shareholder value. 

•	 Demonstrating the connection between the 
decision-making processes and the business’s
 
priorities, as set out in the rest of the report.
 

Below we highlight three areas where the Integrated 
Reporting principles can help to improve governance 
reporting: 

1 Demonstrating the relevance of the board’s experience 
Shareholders will expect the composition of their board 
to reflect the needs of the company’s business model. 
Reporters can help demonstrate this by explaining the 
rationale for the board’s composition, linking the individual 
appointments (including the strengths and benefits that 
individual board members bring to their roles) with an 
explanation of the overall positioning of the board as a 
whole. Readers should be able to understand why any board 
members who are up for re-election should be re-elected 
in terms of their individual contribution in the context of 
the business model and how they link with the rest of the 
company’s governance network. 

For example BHP Billiton provide a summary of Directors’ 
skills and experience covering the composition of each of the 
main board committees. 

2 How governance works within the company 
Readers need to know how strategic decisions are taken. 
The focus should be on how governance links to the risks 
identified and their mitigation strategy, with the challenge 
in ensuring that there is a link made between the decision-
making process and the business’s priorities – its strategy 
and opportunities as identified elsewhere in the report. 
At the same time reporters should ensure there is not an 
excessive focus on the governance process at the expense 
of concentrating on the practical execution of the board’s 
responsibilities and substance of its decision-making. 

3 Performance and remuneration 
One of the challenges of board remuneration reporting 
has been the potential mismatch between the short term 
financial performance of the business and its long-term 
value. Integrated Reporting attempts to address this by 
building reports that amongst other things highlight the 
delivery of operational performance milestones against 
the strategic objectives of the business. The potential is an 
improved basis for remuneration reporting that’s aligned with 
the business mission and value creation. 

How well does your reporting explain the governance 
over the business? 

Would a reader agree with these statements? 

•	 I can see that key management decisions were 
subject to due process and scrutiny by the board; 
I can see the extent to which decisions affecting 
long-term value feature in the process 

•	 I can see that the board is focussed on the issues that 
matter and has the expertise to address these 

•	 I can see that the board understands and engages 
with potential stakeholder issues, threats 

and opportunities
 

•	 I understand the amount and basis for board 
remuneration and the link between remuneration 
and the delivery of business strategy and value 

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International 
provides no client services. No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm vis-à-vis third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such 
authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved. Printed in the United Kingdom. 
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 The potential is an improved basis for remuneration reporting 
that’s aligned with the business mission and value creation. 

Example – Linking skills and remuneration to strategy 
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Director qualifications 

Business/Finance, 7 Directors 
Engineering and Science, 2 Directors 
Science, 2 Directors 
Engineering, 1 Director 

Non-executive Director locations 

US, 3 Directors 
Australia, 5 Directors 
UK, 2 Directors 
South Africa, 1 Director 

5 Corporate Governance Statement continued 

5.3.3 Skills, knowledge, experience and attributes of Directors continued 

Board Risk and Audit Nomination Remuneration Sustainability 

11 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

10 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 2 Directors 3 Directors 

11 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 2 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

4 Directors 1 Director 0 Directors 0 Directors 2 Directors 

4 Directors 1 Director 2 Directors 2 Directors 1 Director 

10 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

12 Directors 4 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 3 Directors 

6 Remuneration Report continued 

6.2.2 Our remuneration policy underpins our Group strategy 
The Remuneration Committee recognises that the implementation of the Group’s strategy and our ongoing performance depends on the 
quality and motivation of our people. 

Our purpose is to create long-term shareholder value through the discovery, acquisition, development and marketing of natural resources. 

Our strategy is to own and operate large, low-cost, expandable, upstream assets diversified by commodity, geography and market. 

Our focus on the safety and health of our workforce, our fundamental drive for sustainability across all our business operations, our 
concern for the environment and communities within which we work, and our management of operational risks are reflected through 
our remuneration policy and structures. 

The diagram below illustrates how BHP Billiton’s remuneration policy and structures serve to support and reinforce the six key drivers 
of our strategy. 

NON-FINANCIAL FINANCIAL GROWTH 
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\`cTVgf�FG<� 
bhgVb`Xf�Ybe� 
T__�XkXVhg\iXf! 

��:@6�UTfX�fT_Te\Xf� 
TeX�T_\ZaXW�j\g[� 
Vb`cTeTU_X� 
eb_Xf�\a�Z_bUT_� 
Vb`cTa\Xf�bY� 
T�f\`\_Te�f\mX� 
TaW�Vb`c_Xk\gl!� 
5TfX�fT_Te\Xf�Ybe� 
bg[Xe�XkXVhg\iXf� 
TeX�UXaV[`Te^XW� 
gb�Vb`cTeTU_X� 
eb_Xf�j\g[\a�XTV[� 
ZXbZeTc[l��TaW� 
Xdh\gTU_X�TVebff� 
g[X�:ebhc! 

��9heg[Xe�eXjTeWf� 
TeX�TiT\_TU_X� 
gb�XkXVhg\iXf� 
Ybe�cXeYbe`TaVX� 
TZT\afg�T__�Tg�e\f^� 
Vb`cbaXagf�bY� 
eX`haXeTg\ba!� 
G[X�Tg�e\f^� 
Vb`cbaXagf� 
fXeiX�g[X�WhT_� 
checbfX�bY-
»�\aVXag\i\f\aZ� 

TaW�eXjTeW\aZ� 
XkXVhg\iXf�Ybe� 
cXeYbe`TaVX.�TaW 

»�ceb`bg\aZ� 
eXgXag\ba�TaW� 
eXjTeW\aZ�_blT_gl! 

��FG<�bhgVb`Xf�Ybe�g[X�:@6�TeX�jX\Z[gXW� 
gbjTeWf�g[X�TV[\XiX`Xag�bY�V[T__XaZ\aZ� 
Y\aTaV\T_�>C<f�_\a^\aZ�eX`haXeTg\ba�gb�g[X� 
cXeYbe`TaVX�bY�5;C�5\__\gbaÀf�TffXgf�TaW� 
VTc\gT_�`TaTZX`Xag�cebZeT`f-
»�4�%(��gb�(#��jX\Z[g\aZ�ba�cebY\g� 

TYgXe�gTk��TW]hfgXW�Ybe�YbeX\Za�XkV[TaZX� 
`biX`Xagf��Vb``bW\gl�ce\VXf�TaW� 
XkVXcg\baT_�\gX`f��TaW�HaWXe_l\aZ 
XTea\aZf�UXYbeX�\agXeXfg�TaW�gTk! 

»�4�$#��gb�$(��jX\Z[g\aZ�ba�VTc\gT_� 
`TaTZX`Xag��Vbfg�TaW�fV[XWh_X�! 

��¿Ba�gTeZXgÀ�cXeYbe`TaVX�TZT\afg�g[X�>C<f� 
WX_\iXef�T�VTf[�FG<�eXjTeW�bY�+#��bY�UTfX� 
fT_Tel!�G[X�`Tk\`h`�VTf[�TjTeW�bY�$)#�� 
\f�eTeX_l�TjTeWXW��TaW�\f�ba_l�TiT\_TU_X� 
j[XeX�T__�aba Y\aTaV\T_�TaW�Y\aTaV\T_� 
gTeZXgf�TeX�f\Za\Y\VTag_l�XkVXXWXW! 

��6Tf[�FG<�eXjTeWf�TeX�`TgV[XW�Ul�Ta�TjTeW� 
bY�5;C�5\__\gba�Xdh\gl��j[\V[�\f�WXYXeeXW�Ybe� 
gjb�lXTef�cebi\W\aZ�Ta�Tccebce\TgX�YbVhf� 
ba�g[X�_baZXe gXe`�g\`X�YeT`X��XiXa�\a� 
eXZTeW�gb�TaahT_�FG<�eXjTeWf! 

��G[X�?G<C�bcXeTgXf�biXe�T�_baZ gXe`� 
[be\mba!�CXeYbe`TaVX�F[TeXf�TeX�fhU]XVg� 
gb�T�cXeYbe`TaVX�[heW_X�gXfgXW�biXe� 
T�Y\iX lXTe�cXe\bW! 

��G[X�?G<C�_\a^f�T�f\Za\Y\VTag�Vb`cbaXag� 
bY�cTl�Ybe�XkXVhg\iXf�gb�g[X�WX_\iXel� 
bY�fhcXe\be�eXgheaf�Ybe�f[TeX[b_WXef! 
»�8kXVhg\iXf�ba_l�WXe\iX�iT_hX�Yeb`� 

g[X\e�?G<C�TjTeWf�j[XeX�5;C�5\__\gba� 
bhgcXeYbe`f�Vb`cTeTgbe�Vb`cTa\Xf�\a� 
Zebj\aZ�\gf�GbgT_�F[TeX[b_WXe�EXghea��GFE�!� 
9be�TjTeWf�\a�eXfcXVg�bY�lXTef�hc�gb�TaW� 
\aV_hW\aZ�9L%#$#��g[X�Vb`cTeTgbef�TeX� 
cXXe�fXVgbe�Vb`cTa\Xf!�9be�9L%#$$�TjTeWf�� 
GFE�cXeYbe`TaVX�eX_Tg\iX�gb�fXVgbe�cXXef� 
j\__�WXgXe`\aX�g[X�iXfg\aZ�bY�)*��bY�g[X� 
fXVhe\g\Xf��TaW�GFE�cXeYbe`TaVX�TZT\afg� 
T�UebTW�`Te^Xg�\aWXk�j\__�WXgXe`\aX� 
g[X�iXfg\aZ�bY�g[X�eX`T\a\aZ�fXVhe\g\Xf! 

»�9h__�iXfg\aZ�haWXe�g[X�?G<C�ba_l�bVVhef� 
j[XeX�5;C�5\__\gbaÀf�GFE�bhgcXeYbe`f� 
g[Tg�bY�g[X�Vb`cTeTgbe�Vb`cTa\Xf 
GFE�Ul�`beX�g[Ta�&#�! 

��G[X�@\a\`h`�F[TeX[b_W\aZ�EXdh\eX`Xag� 
�&##��bY�TaahT_�ceX gTk�UTfX�fT_Tel� 
Ybe�g[X�68B�TaW�%##��Ybe�bg[Xe�:@6� 
`X`UXef��[X_cf�gb�XafheX�XkXVhg\iXf�TaW� 
f[TeX[b_WXef�\agXeXfgf�eX`T\a�T_\ZaXW! 

��8kXVhg\iXf�TeX�ceb[\U\gXW�Yeb`� 
[XWZ\aZ�haiXfgXW�Xdh\gl�be�f[TeXf� 
g[Tg�TeX�[X_W�Tf�cTeg�bY�g[X�@\a\`h`� 
F[TeX[b_W\aZ�EXdh\eX`Xag! 
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PEOPLE 

G[X�YbhaWTg\ba� 
bY�bhe�Uhf\aXff� 
\f�bhe�cXbc_X!� 
GT_XagXW�TaW� 
`bg\iTgXW�cXbc_X� 
TeX�bhe�`bfg� 
ceXV\bhf�eXfbheVX!� 
Bhe�cXbc_XÀf� 
VTcTV\gl�gb�We\iX� 
Zebjg[�j\__�_XTW� 
gb�YhgheX�fhVVXff! 

SUSTAINABILITY 

JX�WXcXaW�ba� 
^Xl�fTYXgl�TaW� 
Xai\eba`XagT_� 
\`cXeTg\iXf�� 
bhe�YbVhf�ba� 
fhfgT\aTU\_\gl� 
TaW�ba�bhe�TU\_\gl� 
gb�bcXeTgX�j\g[\a� 
bhe�Code of 
Business Conduct. 

WORLD CLASS 
ASSETS 

@T\agT\a\aZ� 
[\Z[ dhT_\gl� 
TffXgf�TaW� 
`TaTZ\aZ�g[X`�\a� 
g[X�`bfg�XYYXVg\iX� 
TaW�XYY\V\Xag�jTl! 

FINANCIAL 
STRENGTH AND 

DISCIPLINE 

5T_TaV\aZ� 
Y\aTaV\T_�Y_Xk\U\_\gl� 
j\g[�g[X�Vbfg� 
bY�Y\aTaVX�\a� 
XYYXVg\iX�VTc\gT_� 
`TaTZX`Xag� 
cebZeT`f! 

PROJECT PIPELINE 

9bVhf�ba�WX_\iXe\aZ� 
Ta�Xa[TaVXW� 
eXfbheVX� 
XaWbj`Xag�gb� 
haWXec\a�YhgheX� 
ZXaXeTg\baf� 
bY�Zebjg[! 

GROWTH OPTIONS 

5h\_W\aZ�X`UXWWXW� 
Zebjg[�VTcTV\gl� 
TaW�g[X�TU\_\gl� 
gb�chefhX�aXj� 
beZTa\V�Zebjg[� 
bcg\baf! 

JX�cebi\WX� 
Vb`cXg\g\iX�eXjTeWf� 
gb�TggeTVg��`bg\iTgX� 
TaW�eXgT\a�[\Z[_l� 
f^\__XW�XkXVhg\iXf� 
j\__\aZ�gb�jbe^�TebhaW� 
g[X�jbe_W! 

EX`haXeTg\ba� 
YeT`Xjbe^�eXjTeWf� 
fgebaZ�cXeYbe`TaVX� 
\a�g[X�TeXTf� 
bY�[XT_g[��fTYXgl�� 
Xai\eba`Xag�TaW� 
g[X�Vb``ha\gl! 

EX`haXeTg\ba�YeT`Xjbe^�eXjTeWf�g[X� 
TV[\XiX`Xag�bY�WX`TaW\aZ�Y\aTaV\T_� 
cXeYbe`TaVX�gTeZXgf��[X_c\aZ�We\iX� 
bcXeTg\baT_�XYY\V\XaVl�TaW�fhcXe\be� 
eXfh_gf�TVebff�g[X�:ebhc! 

6baf\fgXag�j\g[�bhe�_baZ gXe`�fgeTgXZ\V� 
YbVhf��cXeYbe`TaVX�`XTfheXf�TeX�_\a^XW� 
gb�_baZ gXe`�Zebjg[!�G[\f�eXjTeWf 
XkXVhg\iXf�Ybe�WX_\iXe\aZ�fhfgT\aTU_X� 
eXgheaf�TaW�Tib\W\aZ�XkVXff\iX�e\f^f! 

Skills and experience 

Managing and leading 
Sustainable success in business at a very senior level in 
a successful career. 

Global experience 
Senior management or equivalent experience in multiple global 
locations, exposed to a range of political, cultural, regulatory and 
business environments. 

Governance 
Commitment to the highest standards of governance, including 
experience with a major organisation, which is subject to rigorous 
governance standards and an ability to assess the effectiveness 
of senior management. 

Strategy 
Track record of developing and implementing a successful strategy, 
including appropriately probing and challenging management on the 
delivery of agreed strategic planning objectives. 

Financial acumen 
Senior executive or equivalent experience in financial accounting and 
reporting, corporate finance and internal financial controls, including 
an ability to probe the adequacies of financial and risk controls. 

Capital projects 
Experience working in an industry with projects involving large-scale 
capital outlays and long-term investment horizons. 

Health, safety and environment 
Experience related to workplace health and safety, environmental 
and social responsibility, and community. 

Remuneration 
Board remuneration committee membership or management 
experience in relation to remuneration, including incentive programs 
and pensions/superannuation and the legislation and contractual 
framework governing remuneration. 

Mining 
Senior executive experience in a large mining organisation combined 
with an understanding of the Group’s corporate objective to create 
long-term value for shareholders through the discovery, development 
and conversion of natural resources. 

Oil and gas 
Senior executive experience in the oil and gas industry, including in depth 
knowledge of the Group’s strategy, markets, competitors, operational 
issues, technology and regulatory concerns. 

Marketing 
Senior executive experience in marketing and a detailed understanding 
of the Group’s corporate objective to create long-term value for 
shareholders through the provision of innovative customer and 
market-focused solutions. 

Public policy 
Experience in public and regulatory policy, including how it 
affects corporations. 

Total Directors 

Source: BHP Billiton Annual Report, 2011, pages 112 and 130 

All extracts from published reports should be read in conjunction with the full report itself including its notes 

There is still scope for companies to use an Integrated  
reporting approach to improve their reporting   

within their local compliance framework. 
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Contact us 

David Matthews 
KPMG in the UK 
T: + 44 (0) 207 311 8572 
E: david.matthews@kpmg.co.uk 

Matt Chapman 
KPMG in the UK 
T: +44 (0) 207 311 3236 
E: matthew.chapman@kpmg.co.uk 

Wim Bartels 
KPMG in the Netherlands 
T: + 31 206 56 7783 
E: bartels.wim@kpmg.nl 

Oliver Beyhs 
KPMG in Germany 
T: + 49 30 2068 4485 
E: obeyhs@kpmg.com 

Michael Bray 
KPMG in Australia 
T:  + 61 3 9288 5720 
E: mgbray@kpmg.com.au 

Nick Ridehalgh 
KPMG in Australia 
T:  +61 2 9455 9312 
E: nridehalgh@kpmg.com.au 

Etienne Butruille 
KPMG in Spain 
T:  +34 914 565 953 
E: ebutruille@kpmg.es 

Mark Hoffman 
KPMG in South Africa 
T:  + 27 82 496 3697 
E: mark.hoffman@kpmg.co.za 

Yoshiko Shibasaka 
KPMG in Japan 
T:  + 81 3 3266 7670 
E: yoshiko.shibasaka@jp.kpmg.com 

Nina Straume Stene 
KPMG in Norway 
T:  +47 4063 9851 
E: nina.straume.stene@kpmg.no 

Bill Murphy 
KPMG in Canada 
T:  +1 416 777 8998 
E: billmurphy@kpmg.ca 

Hans Peter Lindegård Buhrkal 
KPMG in Denmark 
T:  +45 2529 3921 
E: hpbuhrkal@kpmg.dk 
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